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Quit smoking now and do so effortlessly, just with the help that this short book provides.The

power of the human mind is something really marvelous, but can also be somewhat

treacherous. Luckily for us, we have the capacity to govern our mind to make it work to our

benefit.Within these pages, we shall learn how to use that power to be capable of giving up the

habit of smoking, that practice which robs us of our health and money on a daily basis.Here I

will explain to you the method you need to use. This will be none other than that which I lay out

before you in these pages, the same one that I used a long time ago, with which so many other

people have also achieved their target.In all these years I have tried to convince and mentalize

a lot of people to do what I did. I managed to convince many them and of all those people,

many have achieved their target with this very simple method, based on mental power.My

name is Nicole Campbell, and from here I invite you to follow in the footsteps of so many

people just like I did.Don’t let the tobacco multinationals strip you of your health and your

money, don’t let the governments of the majority of countries stigmatize you for being a smoker

whilst they open the state’s coffers to rake in hundreds of millions of dollars from the taxes that

they levy on tobacco.Now, through this chat arranged by a group of people and me, you will be

able to discover this fantastic method that will give you the key to definitively lock the door on

the habit of smoking.Venture inside this short story based on real events and you will discover

how to achieve your target. With the power of your mind you will be able to make your wish

come true and become a non-smoker.Nicole Campbell
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reunionPROLOG �Nicole Campbell decided to sign her books with this pseudonym.

Unfortunately, this one, her last work, was the only title that was published under this name. �In

the fall of that same year, a lengthy illness prevented her from finishing her subsequent book. �

Her passion for helping others drove her to write several books. Among them, we can find this

particular title. Within this volume she tells the story of what she herself had experienced some

time before. �The greatness of her heart always pushed her on to help others altruistically. She

was an infinitely generous woman, an aspect of her personality which always stood out. �Thanks

to the story she tells in these pages, millions of people have managed to give up the habit of

smoking. �Dive into these pages and benefit from her wisdom and her good faith towards others.

Herein, you will be able to check for yourself the details of the method which she used to

inspired other people who smoked, to enable them to free themselves from the bonds that had

them hooked, day after day, on smoking.In memory of Nicole CampbellIntroduction. �Quit

smoking now and do so effortlessly, just with the help that this short book provides. �The power

of the human mind is something really marvelous, but can also be somewhat treacherous.

Luckily for us, we have the capacity to govern our mind to make it work to our benefit. �Within

these pages, we shall learn how to use that power to be capable of giving up the habit of

smoking, that practice which robs us of our health and money on a daily basis. �Here I will

explain to you the method you need to use. This will be none other than that which I lay out

before you in these pages, the same one that I used a long time ago, with which so many other

people have also achieved their target. �In all these years I have tried to convince and mentalize

a lot of people to do what I did. I managed to convince many them and of all those people,

many have achieved their target with this very simple method, based on mental power. �My

name is Nicole Campbell, and from here I invite you to follow in the footsteps of so many

people just like I did. �Don’t let the tobacco multinationals strip you of your health and your

money, don’t let the governments of the majority of countries stigmatize you for being a smoker

whilst they open the state’s coffers to rake in hundreds of millions of dollars from the taxes that

they levy on tobacco. �Now, through this chat arranged by a group of people and me, you will be

able to discover this fantastic method that will give you the key to definitively lock the door on

the habit of smoking. �Venture inside this short story based on real events and you will discover

how to achieve your target. With the power of your mind you will be able to make your wish

come true and become a non-smoker.Nicole CampbellDedication �Dedicated to all those people

who act under the criterion of intelligent thinkingPresentation of those attending the group

therapy �Hello to you all, let me introduce myself to you, my name is Nicole Campbell and in my

free time I lend myself altruistically to help people to kick the habit of smoking. Right, we can

start with you, as you are sitting to my right. Can you introduce yourself to us, please. �Hi, my

name is Harry and I have been a smoker since I was fifteen years old, very soon I will be fifty-

three, and I can feel the commitment to quit smoking. We are banned from smoking at work, in

public places it is also prohibited and in so many other places, it is me that doesn’t want to

smoke, I mean, I don’t like smoking at home, evidently. For that very reason I don’t smoke in

certain places, but the fact is that I don’t want to give up smoking, or at least that is what I



believe. �If that is the case, why are you here? �Hanna has encouraged me to come, she is my

partner and a few days age she advised me to come to this chat, she wants me to meet people

who want to quit smoking, perhaps that way it will stimulate my desire to give up the habit of

smoking, for that reason I have come here, following her advice. �Let’s continue to Harry’s right. �

Good evening everybody, and thanks for letting me participate in this group therapy. My name

is Alan and I am forty-three years old. I have been a smoker since I was nineteen, and unlike

Harry, I do want to quit smoking. For me, cigarettes are irritating, I hate them so much that I

want to get them away from me as soon as possible. �Now you. �Hello, let me introduce myself,

my name is Emma and I am thirty-eight years old. I have been addicted to smoking since I was

sixteen, and I say addicted because for me it is an addiction, a practice that is making my life

difficult. I wake up every morning with a terrible cough and it is something that really bothers

me. �And you, what’s your name? �My name is Sabrina and I have also been a smoker for a long

time, so long that now I can hardly remember when I started. Oh, by the way, I am sixty-three

years old and to be honest I am not really sure if I actually want to give up smoking. �It’s your

turn now. �Good evening everyone. I’m Peter, I’m fifty-eight years old and I am also a smoker,

that’s why I’m here, because I recently decided that I want to stop. I think it’s about time. �Good,

and lastly you. �What’s your name?
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Anthony, “I'm sure this will work for me!. This was a quick read and has inspired me to go for it

and I hope that this time I will really stop smoking. Most books about stopping smoking seem

too heavy going for me but this one was really easy to read and the method sounds simple. I'll

have to update this with my progress!November 2020 update: You must try this book, it worked

for me, I've quit smoking! I haven't had a single cigarette in over four months, and still

counting...”

The book by Nicole  Campbell has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 3 people have provided feedback.
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